
SHIBASHI 
REPEAT3,6 OR 9X 

 COMMENCE:  GENTLY RAISE AND LOWER ARMS 
1. BROADENING ONE’S CHEST-fingertips into chest , lift and 

spread arms 
2. DANCING WITH THE RAINBOWS-arm out, other to top of 

head, look to stretched arm, reverse 
3. CIRCLE ONE’S ARMS-back, up and forward 
4. TWISTING WAIST, SWINGING ARMS-arms out in front , one 

palm on top of other as if holding a ball, swing top arm back 
and around to meet other hand , turn hands and repeat with 
other arm 

5. ROWING A BOAT-arms up, back and forward 
6. HOLDING A BALL-Sweeping cupped , upturned palm across 

body, then pulling it back, repeat with other hand 
7. CARRYING THE MOON-both hands face each other as if 

holding the moon and sweep across body 
8. TWISTING WAIST, PUSHING PALMS-one palm pushes across 

the body then palm turns up and is pulled back , repeat to 
other side 

9. PLAYING WITH THE CLOUDS-line up sides of hands , little 
finger over thumb, palms face you, turn to one side then 
switch hands as you turn to other side. 

10. SWEEPING FROM THE SEA-one foot out , bend forward as if 
sweeping from the sea up and over your head. Switch feet 

11. PLAYING WITH THE WAVES- one foot out, push both hands 
forward as you rock forward and back.  Switch feet 

12. SPREADING ONE’S WINGS-hands by abdomen, arms stretch 
out to side 

13. PUNCHING-forward heel, toe, opposite arm with a fist 
punches out, turn wrist 3x, turn palm up, shift weight back 
and bring foot in. Reverse 

14. FLYING LIKE A WILD GOOSE-hands by side, lifting up and 
down 



15. SPINNING WHEELS-bend forward and rotate around with 
arms down, side, up, side and Reverse 

16. BOUNCING  BALL-palm down as you lift opposite knee and 
hand as if bouncing a ball. Alternate 

17. PRESSING PALMS-palms face up by abdomen, fingertips 
pointing to each other, bring them up your body, turn palms 
down and push hands down. 

18. Lift arms up and down


